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IFT 104 – history of ATATURK 

 

LECTURER NAME: ORHAN CEKIC 



KEMALIST REFORMS 

It is  a fact that the turkey that we live in today is due to the achievements that 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk 

Had made in the past which one of this where in the shape of the KEMALIST 

REFORMS , where  the fundamental pillars of Kemalism 

are Republicanism, Populism, Nationalism, Laicism, Statism, and Reformism.  

Together, they represent a kind of Jacobinism, defined by Atatürk himself as a 

method of employing political despotism to break down the social despotism 

prevalent among the traditionally-minded Turkish-Muslim population, caused 

by, he believed, the bigotry of the ulema. These six principles came to be 

recognized as unchangeable and sacrosanct. 

But non the less they are some of them that are very necessary and unavoidable 

as a result . 

Laicism in Kemalist belief system points to expel devout obstructions in 

government issues, and bad habit versa. It varies from the detached Anglo-

American concept of secularism,but is comparative to the concept of laïcité in 

France. The roots of Kemalist secularism lie within the change endeavors within 

the late Hassock Domain, particularly the Tanzimat period and the afterward 

Moment Protected Period. The Hassock Domain was an Islamic state in which 

the head of the Hassock state held the position of the Caliph. The social 

framework was organized agreeing to different frameworks, counting the 

religiously-organized Millet framework and Shari'ah law, permitting devout 

philosophy to be joined into the Footrest regulatory, financial, and political 

framework. This way of life is nowadays characterized as Islamism (political 

Islam): "the conviction that Islam ought to direct social and political as well as 

individual life". Within the Moment Sacred Period, the Hassock Parliament 

sought after generally mainstream political parties during elections. In short 

Laicismwas important for the growth of political power in turkey . 

Populism is outlined as a social revolution aimed to transfer the political power 

to citizenship. Kemalist populism intends not solely to ascertain widespread 

sovereignty however conjointly the transfer of the social-economic 

transformation to comprehend a real advocate state. However, Kemalists reject 

category conflict and believe national unity is particularly else. Kemalist 

populism envisions a nature that emphasizes work and national unity. ism in 

Turkey is to form a unifying force that brings a way of the Turkish state and also 

the power of the folks to herald that new unity. Kemalist populism is an 

extension of the Kemalist modernization movement, planning to build Islam 



compatible with the trendy nation-state. This enclosed state superintendence of 

spiritual colleges and organizations. Mustafa Kemal himself aforesaid “everyone 

desires an area to find out faith and faith; that place may be a mektep, not a 

madrasa. This was meant to combat the "corruption" of Islam by the body. 

Kemal believed that in the Ottoman period, the ulema had return to take 

advantage of the ability of their workplace and manipulate religious practices to 

their own benefit. it had been conjointly feared that, were education not brought 

beneath state control, unattended madrasas might exacerbate the rising downside 

of tarikat insulation that vulnerable to undermine the unity of the Turkish state, 

Thus being very important for the transformation of turkey into a modern 

country . 

Republicanism within the Kemalist framework replaced absolutely the autarchy 

of the Ottoman with the rule of law, in style sovereignty and civic virtue, as well 

as a stress on liberty practiced by citizens. Kemalist ideology defines a kind of 

constitutional republic, within which representatives of the individuals are 

elected, and should govern in accordance with existing constitutional law 

limiting governmental power over citizens. the top of state and alternative 

officers are chosen bye election instead of inheritable  their positions, and their 

choices are subject to judicial review. In defensive the modification from the 

Ottoman State, Kemalism asserts that every one laws of the Republic of Turkey 

ought to be galvanized by actual needs here on Earth as a basic religious 

doctrine of national life. Kemalism advocates a republican system because the 

best representative of the needs of the people. Among the various sorts of 

republic, the Kemalist republic may be a representative, republic with a 

Parliament chosen normally elections, a President as head of state elective  by 

Parliament and serving for a restricted term, a primary Minister appointed by the 

President, and alternative Ministers appointed by Parliament. The Kemalist 

President doesn't have direct government powers, however has limited veto 

powers, and therefore the right to contest with referendum. The every day 

operation of state is that the responsibility of the Council of Ministers fashioned 

by the Prime Minister and the alternative Ministers. there's a separation of 

powers between the chief , the legislative  and the judiciary, within which 

nobody branch of government has authority over another–although parliament is 

charged with the supervising of the Council of Ministers, which might be 

compelled to resign by a vote of no-confidence. The Kemalist republic may be a 

unitary state in which 3 organs of state govern the state as a single unit, with one 

constitutionally created legislature. On some issues, the political power of state 

is transferred to lower levels, to native elective  assemblies depicted by mayors, 

however the central government retains the principal governing role. 



 

 


